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MAIN IDEA WHY IT MATTERS NOW TERMS & NAMES

EMPIRE BUILDING The voyages
of Columbus prompted the
Spanish to establish colonies in
the Americas. 

Throughout the Americas,
Spanish culture, language, and
descendants are the legacy of
this period.

• Christopher
Columbus

• colony
• Hernando

Cortés

• conquistador
• Francisco

Pizarro
• Atahualpa
• mestizo
• encomienda
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Spain Builds an American Empire

SETTING THE STAGE Competition for wealth in Asia among European
nations was fierce. This competition prompted a Genoese sea captain named
Christopher Columbus to make a daring voyage for Spain in 1492. Instead of
sailing south around Africa and then east, Columbus sailed west across the
Atlantic in search of an alternate trade route to Asia and its riches. Columbus
never reached Asia. Instead, he stepped onto an island in the Caribbean. That
event would bring together the peoples of Europe, Africa, and the Americas.

The Voyages of Columbus
The Niña, Pinta, and Santa María sailed out of a Spanish port around dawn on
August 3, 1492. In a matter of months, Columbus’s fleet would reach the shores
of what Europeans saw as an astonishing new world.

First Encounters In the early hours of October 12, 1492, the long-awaited cry
came. A lookout aboard the Pinta caught sight of a shoreline in the distance.
“Tierra! Tierra!” he shouted. “Land! Land!” By dawn, Columbus and his crew
were ashore. Thinking he had successfully reached the East Indies, Columbus
called the surprised inhabitants who greeted him, los indios. The term translated
into “Indian,” a word mistakenly applied to all the native peoples of the Americas.
In his journal, Columbus recounted his first meeting with the native peoples:

P R I M A R Y  S O U R C E
I presented them with some red caps, and strings of glass beads to wear upon the
neck, and many other trifles of small value, wherewith they were much delighted, and
became wonderfully attached to us. Afterwards they came swimming to the boats
where we were, bringing parrots, balls of cotton thread, javelins, and many other
things which they exchanged for articles we gave them . . . in fact they accepted
anything and gave what they had with the utmost good will. 

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS, Journal of Columbus

Columbus had miscalculated where he was. He had not reached the East Indies.
Scholars believe he landed instead on an island in the Bahamas in the Caribbean
Sea. The natives there were not Indians, but a group who called themselves the
Taino. Nonetheless, Columbus claimed the island for Spain. He named it San
Salvador, or “Holy Savior.”

Following Chronological
Order Use a diagram to
trace the major events in
the establishment of 
Spain’s empire in the
Americas.

TAKING NOTES

Columbus arrives
in Americas, 1492s
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Columbus, like other explorers, was interested in gold.
Finding none on San Salvador, he explored other islands,
staking his claim to each one. “It was my wish to bypass
no island without taking possession,” he wrote.

In early 1493, Columbus returned to Spain. The reports
he relayed about his journey delighted the Spanish
monarchs. Spain’s rulers, who had funded his first voy-
age, agreed to finance three more trips. Columbus
embarked on his second voyage to the Americas in
September of 1493. He journeyed no longer as an
explorer, but as an empire builder. He commanded a fleet
of some 17 ships that carried over 1,000 soldiers, crew-
men, and colonists. The Spanish intended to transform the
islands of the Caribbean into colonies, or lands that are
controlled by another nation. Over the next two centuries,
other European explorers began sailing across the
Atlantic in search of new lands to claim.

Other Explorers Take to the Seas In 1500, the
Portuguese explorer Pedro Álvares Cabral reached the

shores of modern-day Brazil and claimed the land for his country. A year later,
Amerigo Vespucci (vehs•POO•chee), an Italian in the service of Portugal, also trav-
eled along the eastern coast of South America. Upon his return to Europe, he
claimed that the land was not part of Asia, but a “new” world. In 1507, a German
mapmaker named the new continent “America” in honor of Amerigo Vespucci.

In 1519, Portuguese explorer Ferdinand Magellan led the boldest exploration
yet. Several years earlier, Spanish explorer Vasco Núñez de Balboa had marched
through modern-day Panama and had become the first European to gaze upon the
Pacific Ocean. Soon after, Magellan convinced the king of Spain to fund his voy-
age into the newly discovered ocean.

With about 250 men and five ships, Magellan sailed around the southern end of
South America and into the waters of the Pacific. The fleet sailed for months with-
out seeing land, except for some small islands. Food supplies soon ran out.

After exploring the island of Guam, Magellan and his crew eventually reached
the Philippines. Unfortunately, Magellan became involved in a local war there and
was killed. His crew, greatly reduced by disease and starvation, continued sailing
west toward home. Out of Magellan’s original crew, only 18 men and one ship
arrived back in Spain in 1522, nearly three years after they had left. They were the
first persons to circumnavigate, or sail around, the world. 

Spanish Conquests in Mexico
In 1519, as Magellan embarked on his historic voyage, a Spaniard named
Hernando Cortés landed on the shores of Mexico. After colonizing several
Caribbean islands, the Spanish had turned their attention to the American mainland.
Cortés marched inland, looking to claim new lands for Spain. Cortés and the many
other Spanish explorers who followed him were known as conquistadors (con-
querors). Lured by rumors of vast lands filled with gold and silver, conquistadors
carved out colonies in regions that would become Mexico, South America, and the
United States. The Spanish were the first European settlers in the Americas. As a
result of their colonization, the Spanish greatly enriched their empire and left a mark
on the cultures of North and South America that exists today.

Making
Inferences

What was the
significance of
Magellan’s voyage?

▲ Portrait of a
Man Called
Christopher
Columbus
(1519) by
Sebastiano del
Piombo
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